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NON-ARTINIAN ESSENTIAL EXTENSIONS

OF SIMPLE MODULES

K. R. GOODEARL1 AND A. H. SCHOFIELD

Abstract. A noetherian ring of Krull dimension one is constructed which possesses

a simple module with a cyclic non-artinian essential extension. The construction also

provides an example of a torsionfree noetherian bimodule which fails to satisfy

Jategaonkar's density condition.

A crucial step in Jategaonkar's proof of Jacobson's conjecture for fully bounded

noetherian rings is that over such rings, any finitely generated essential extension of

an artinian module is artinian [3, Corollary 3.6; 1, Theorem 7.10]. The natural

question, whether this holds over arbitrary noetherian rings [3, p. 116], was answered

in the negative by Musson [6, Theorems 4.1, 4.2; 7, Theorem 1; 1, Example 7.15].

Musson constructed counterexamples over prime noetherian rings of Krull dimen-

sions 2,3,4,..., but the question remained open in Krull dimension one [1, Remark

4. p. 108]. Also, since Lenagan proved Jacobson's conjecture for noetherian rings of

Krull dimension one [5, Theorem 4.4; 1, Theorem 5.13], it was natural to ask

whether this case of Jacobson's conjecture holds because finitely generated essential

extensions of artinian modules are artinian.

Over a semiprime noetherian ring of Krull dimension one, all factors of the ring

by essential one-sided ideals are artinian [2, Proposition 6.1], whence all factors of

finitely generated modules by essential submodules are artinian. In particular, all

finitely generated essential extensions of artinian modules are artinian. Thus, for this

condition to fail over a noetherian ring of Krull dimension one, the prime radical

must be nonzero.

Our construction, which takes the form of a triangular matrix ring (* °), requires

an extension R Z) S oí noetherian rings of Krull dimension one such that SR is

finitely generated and R has a maximal right ideal M for which S n M = 0. We

shall obtain R and 5 as polynomial rings E[t] and F[t] for a suitable extension

E D F of skew fields. For SR to be finitely generated, we need only that FE be

finite-dimensional. Our maximal right ideal M will be of the form (t - a)E[t],

where a is transcendental in the following sense.
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Definition. Let E 3 F be skew fields. An element a g £ is right transcendental

over F provided the powers of a, namely 1, a, a2,..., are right linearly independent

over F. The extension E D F is right transcendental if and only if E contains an

element right transcendental over F.

Lemma 1. Let E d F be skew fields, let a e E, and let t be a central indeterminate.

If a is right transcendental over F, then

F[t] n(t - a)E[t] = 0.

Proof. Consider any polynomial

p = ß0 + ßlt+ ■■■ +ßnt" G F[í] n(t- a)E[t].

Then there is a polynomial y0 + y^ + • • • + Y„-i'"~1 in E[t] such that

ß0 + ßlt+ ■■■ +ßnt" - (t - a)(y,, + yxt + • • ■ +yn^t-1).

Then ß0 = -ay0 and ßn = yH_v while /?, = y,., - ay,  for /= 1,...,«- 1. By

induction,

y, = /?, + i + «/?, + 2+ ■■■ +a"-i-ß„

for i =* n — 1, n — 2,...,0. Consequently,

)80 + a&+ ••• +<*"& = &+ ayo = 0.

As a is right transcendental over F, all the /?, = 0, whence p = 0.    D

Now our task is to construct a skew field extension which is left finite-dimensional

and right transcendental. To this end, it is convenient to quote [8, Theorem 5] in the

following form.

Theorem 2. Let E d Fbe an extension of skew fields, and let ex,...,en be elements

of E left linearly independent over F.Ifn^ 2, there exist skew fields

E'D F'
u    u

E   Z> F

such that {ex,..., en} is a left basis for F'E over F' while all subsets of E which are

right linearly independent over F remain right linearly independent over F'.   D

Theorem 3. Let E0 D F0 be an extension of skew fields, and let el,...,en be

elements of E0 left linearly independent over F0. If n > 2, there exist skew fields

E   z> F

u    u

Fo^F0

such that {e,,..., en} is a left basis for E over F while all subsets of E0 which are right

linearly independent over F0 remain right linearly independent over F.
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Proof. By induction, we construct a tower of skew field extensions

u    u

u    u

Eo^Fo

such that {ev..., ett) is a left basis for each FJ + lEj over FJ + l, while all subsets of Ej

which are right linearly independent over Fj remain right linearly independent over

FJ + X. If the tower has been constructed as far as the extension Em D Fm, then, in

particular, the elements ex,...,en are left linearly independent over Fm (since if

m > 0 they form a basis for FmEm_l over Fm). Then Theorem 2 shows that there

exist skew fields

Lm + \   -1   *B»+1

U U

F        D   F

such that {ex,..., en} is a left basis for Fm+1Em over Fm+X while all subsets of Em

which are right linearly independent over Fm remain right linearly independent over

Fm + X. This completes the inductive part of the construction.

Let E = (JEj and F = \JFj. Each element of E lies in some E¡ (and hence in

FJ+xEj) and must therefore lie in the left span of [ex,...,e„) over F¡+1 and also

over F. Moreover, since the elements ex,...,en are left linearly independent over

each FJ + l, they are left linearly independent over F. Therefore, {ex,...,e„} is a left

basis for E over F. Further, given any subset X cz E0 that is right linearly

independent over F0, our construction ensures that X remains right linearly inde-

pendent over each F,+1, and therefore right linearly independent over F.   D

Corollary 4. Given any integer n > 2, there exist skew field extensions E 3 F

such that on the left, E is n-dimensional over F, while on the right, E is transcendental

over F.

Proof. We take F0 to be a commutative field K, and E0 to be a rational function

field K(x). Then 1, x, x2,..., x",... are (left and right) linearly independent over

F0. When we apply Theorem 3, choosing x,x2,...,x" for ex,...,en, we obtain skew

fields

E  D F

u    u

Eo^Fo

such that {x, x2,..., x") is a left basis for E over F while (1, x, x2,...} is right

linearly independent over F.   D

Example. There exists a right and left noetherian ring with right and left Krull

dimension one which has a simple module with a non-artinian cyclic essential extension.

Proof. By Corollary 4, there exists a skew field extension E 3 F such that E is

left finite-dimensional over F while E contains an element  a  which is right
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transcendental over F. Set R = E[t] and S = F[t], where / is a central inde-

terminate, and set T= (R °s). Since FE is finite-dimensional, SR is finitely gener-

ated, whence T is right and left noetherian. The ideal N = (°R °) is the prime radical

of T, and T/N s R X S. Thus T/N has right and left Krull dimension one, and

(since /V2 = 0) the same is clearly true of T.

Set M = (t — a)R, which is a maximal right ideal of R. Since a is right

transcendental over F, Lemma 1 shows that 5 n M = 0. Set

'-(i S)-   '-(S S)-   *-(! S)-
which are right ideals of T. Then J/I is a simple right T-submodule of the cyclic

right T-module K/I. Since S is not right artinian, K/J is a non-artinian right

T-module, whence K/I is non-artinian.

It remains to be shown that J/I is essential in K/I. Any nonzero element of K/I

is a coset x + I, where x G /C - /. If x G 7, then x + / is in 7/7. If x £ 7, then

* = (a °) for some a G Ä and some nonzero è g S. As S n M = 0, we have

b G M, whence the product x^ ¡j) = (£ g) lies in 7 - 7, and so (x + /)(? g) is a

nonzero element of ///. Therefore K/I is an essential extension of ///.    D

The ingredients in our example also provide a bimodule which fails to satisfy the

"right density condition" introduced by Jategaonkar in [4, pp. 53, 54]. (A torsionfree

noetherian bimodule SBR over prime noetherian rings R and 5 satisfies this

condition provided every essential right /?-submodule of B contains a submodule of

the form cB where c is a regular element of S.) In our example, the ring R is a

torsionfree noetherian (S, R)-bimodule, and M is an essential right /?-submodule of

R, but cR % M for all nonzero elements c g S, because S n M = 0. Thus, SRR

fails to satisfy the right density condition. In fact, the existence of torsionfree

noetherian bimodules for which the density condition fails follows from the ex-

istence of a noetherian ring of Krull dimension one having a non-artinian finitely

generated module with essential socle [4, Corollary 3.6].
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